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3-PRIMARY Vi -PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF FA AND E6

MARTIN BENDERSKY AND DONALD M. DAVIS

Abstract. We compute the 3-primary v\ -periodic homotopy groups of the

exceptional Lie groups F4 and Ef¡. The unstable Novikov spectral sequence

is used for the most delicate part of the analysis.

1. Main theorem

In this paper we compute the 3-primary v\ -periodic homotopy groups of the

exceptional Lie groups F¡, and E¿ .

The ¿»-primary v\ -periodic homotopy groups of a space X, denoted

VyXn*(X ; p), were defined in [15]. They are a localization of the actual homo-

topy groups, telling roughly the portion which are detected by AT-theory and its

operations. If X is a compact Lie group, each v^xn¡(X\p) is a direct Sum-

mand of some actual homotopy group of X, and so summands of V\ -periodic

homotopy groups of X give lower bounds for the p-exponent of X.

After the second author computed vïln*(SU(n); p) for odd p in 1989,

Mimura proposed the goal of calculating v^ln»(X; p) for all compact simple

Lie groups X. This has now been achieved in the following cases (X, p) :

• X a classical group and p odd ([14]).
• X = SU{n) or Sp{n) and p = 2 ([8], [9]).
• X an exceptional Lie group with H*(X; Z) p-torsion-free ([10]).
• (C?2,2) ([16]) (F^andEç,  3) (the current paper).

The only cases remaining then are (Es, 5), ( E1 or E%, 3), (SO(n), 2),

(Fn or E6 or E-¡ or E%, 2). Many of these appear tractable. The unstable
Novikov spectral sequence (UNSS) has played an important role in every case

except (Gi, 2) and the cases where p is large enough that X^ is a product

of p-local spheres.
Since v¡~ln*(X x Y) « v^1nt(X) © v^{n*(Y), the following known 3-local

splitting theorem will be useful in both the statement and proof of our main

result. From now on, all of our spaces are localized at the prime 3.
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Theorem 1.1. (1) ([17], [18, 4.4.1]) There is a 3-equivalence

F4kKxB(\\, 15),

where K is the finite complex constructed by Harper in [17] satisfying

H*(K ; Z3) = A(x}, Xl) ® Z3[xz]/(x¡),

with xi = ^xt, and x% = ßx-]. Also, B(ll, 15) is an Sil-bundle over S15
with &xxn -x,5 in H*(B(ll, 15); Z3).

(2) ([19]) There is a 3-equivalence

E6&F4x (E6/F4).

Now we state our main theorem. We frequently abbreviate v^~ln*(X; 3) as

v,(X), and denote by v(ri) the exponent of 3 in the integer n .

Theorem 1.2

v^n.(F4; 3) * vt(K) ® vt(B(ll, 15))

and
v-lnt(E6 ; 3) « v.(K) © vt(B(l 1, 15)) © v.(E6/F4),

where

,„     rZ/3min(12^(¡-ll-2-3'0)+i)   if i is odd,
1.3      «2,-* «Ü2/-1 a- «{  ' y

10 (// Í5 eve«,

(1.4)        v2/(*(ll,15))«4

'Z/3min(5,¡,(i-5)+2) ,// = 3 or 5 mod 6 ,

Z/3min(7,V(/-7)+2) ^/ = l mod 6 ,

0 //" / eve«,

and |ü2/-i(B(ll, 15))| = K(5(11, 15))|;

{Z/3miii(8. V(/-8)+2)    if i = 0 or 2 mod 6,

Z/3min(4,H/-4)+2)     ¡f ¡ - 4 mod g >

0 i/i OúW,

a/zrf \v2i-i(E6/F4)\ = \v2i(E6/F4)\.

As with much of our earlier work, the one blemish on these results is our

inability to determine the group structure of v^l7ij(X) for many odd values of

j ; in these cases we only assert the order of the group.

An immediate corollary of this work is a lower bound for the 3-exponent of

F4 and E6 . Recall that the p-exponent of a space X, denoted c\pp(X), is the

largest e such that 7it(X) has an element of order pe.

Corollary 1.6. The 3-exponents of F4 and Es satisfy

exp3(F4) = exp3(£6) > 12.

Proof. If X is a compact Lie group, then v^ln¡(X; 3) — ]jmkni+4k-y{X) f°r

appropriate e. Hence an element of order 312 in v^1nt(F4) corresponds to
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an element of order 312 in some n¡(F4). The 3-exponents of F4 and E¿ are

equal since, by Theorem 1.1(2) and Proposition 3.1,

exp3(.F4) < exp3(2s6) < max(exp3(i;4), exp3(5'9) + exp3(5'17)).

The equality then follows since, by [12], exp3(5'2'!+1) = n, and max(exp3(ir4), 12)

= e\p3(F4).   D

We conjecture that the lower bound given by Corollary 1.6 is sharp, but the

best upper bound we can prove now is

exp3(ir4) < exp^S3) + exp^S7) + exp3(57) + exp^S23) = 18.

This follows from Theorem 1.1(1), Proposition 2.9, (2.3), and [12].

The groups v¡~ln*(B(ll, 15); 3) were determined in [10, 1.3(2)], and so
the second part of Theorem 1.2 is read off from that. We will prove the first

part in Section 2, and the third part in Section 3. We thank John Harper for a

last-minute correction to our lemmas.

2.   V\-PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF K

In this section, we show that v¡~lnt(K ; 3) is as claimed in the first of the

three parts of Theorem 1.2.

We begin by computing v^lnt(W; 3), where W denotes the Cayley plane.

This is related to V[lnt(K ; 3) via Proposition 2.9, but may be of independent

interest. The following description is certainly well-known.

Proposition 2.1. After looping once, the Cayley plane is 3-equivalent to the space,

often denoted S8 in EHP-theory, which is defined to be the 16-skeleton of CIS9 .

That is, CIW ~(3) CIS8.

Proof. Both W and S8 are 2-cell complexes with cells of dimension 8 and 16.

They are not 3-equivalent, since the suspension of the attaching map in W is

essential when localized at 3 [13, 4.1], while the suspension of the attaching

map S8 is inessential.

We use the following 3-equivalence of [16, 3.1],

(*) mw ~ S8 U„ e23 V V (S22i+8 V S22i+2i).

We use this splitting to construct a map I.CÏW -^ S* which has degree 1 on

the bottom cell. Since Ss first differs from QS9 in dimension 24, and since

X« = 0, where u e 7^22(S8)(3), the identity map of 58 extends to a map

Ss U„ e23 -» S8. Sending the other spheres in the splitting of (*) trivially yields

the desired map g.
The adjoint of g is our desired 3-equivalence. To see that it is a 3-equivalence,

we use the integral cohomology algebras. For both loop spaces, this is an exte-

rior algebra on a class of degree 7 tensored with a divided polynomial algebra

on a class of degree 22. The 7-class maps across by construction, and so does

the 22-class since the EHP-sequence and [20, p. 168] imply that the 22-cell in

both of CIS8 and Q.W have the same nontrivial attaching map. The product
structure then implies the desired isomorphism,   d
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Now we can compute v^~ln*(W; 3) just proved.

Proposition 2.2. Let

M¡ = min(3, v(i - 1)+ 1)   and   M[ = min(ll, v(i - 5) + 1).

Then

[ZI3M> ife = 3,

v-ln4i+t(W-3)
Z/3l+max(M,M/)     ife=2,

Z/3"/ ife = \,

0 if e = 0.

Proof We use the EHP fibrations

(2.3) s1 - aw — as2i

and

(2.4) S8 -» £1S9 -» «S25

established in [23]. We recall from [22] that

*tS~') * „.-(S™) » {Z/3-"1"1-*"   if I - » mod 2.
10 otherwise.

The exact sequence from (2.3) yields isomorphisms v4i+3(W) « i;4,-+2(5'7),

v4i+i(W) « v4i+i(S23), «4,-(if) = 0, and an exact sequence

(2.5) 0 - v4i+l(S7) - ü4l+2(^) - *WS23) - 0.

Our task is to show that the extension in this exact sequence is cyclic.

Analysis of the exact sequence of (2.4) shows that if i>4,+3(.S25) « Z/312,
then v4i+i(S9) ^> v4i+i(S25) must be injective and v4i+3(W) ^> v4i+4(S9) is an

isomorphism of Z/p's, and hence v4¡+4(S25) —> v4i+2(W) is bijective, establish-

ing the cyclicity in this case. A similar analysis shows that if v4i+i(S9) « Z/34 ,

then v4i+2(W) maps bijectively to it.

So now we restrict our attention to the remaining cases, ¡y(\v4i+i(S25)\) < 12

and v(\v4i+i(S9)\) < 4. Then (2.4) yields a short exact sequence

(2.6) 0 - v4i+4(S25) - v4l+2(W) -, v4l+i(S9) -» 0.

Note that in both (2.5) and (2.6), at least one of the outer groups is Z/3, and

if i = 0 mod 3, then both of the outer groups are Z/3 . Also note that, in the

cases under consideration, t;4,+2(5'23) and v4i+4(S25) are abstractly isomorphic,

as are v4i+i(S7) and v4i+i(S9). We will need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.7. If v(\v4i+i(S9)\) < 4, then the composite

v4i+l(S1)^v4i+2(W)-+v4M(S9)

is multiplication by 3. If f(\v4j+i(S25)\) < 12, then the composite

v4i+4(S25) ^ v4i+2(W) ^ v4l+2(S23)

is multiplication by 3.
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Proof The first composite is just the double suspension homomorphism I? . It

follows from Thompson's proof [22] that if j s n mod 2, and v(\v2j+\ (S2n+3)\)

< n + 1, then X2 : v2j-e(S2n+l) -> v2j+2_e(S2n+3) is multiplication by 3 if e = 1

and is bijective if e = 0. (Indeed, it is the homomorphism 74,_i_f(54") ->

/4,_i_e(54"+4) induced by the inclusion map for appropriate integer i. Here
Bm is the m-skeleton of the 3-localization of .SX». The homomorphism

i4i-i(B4n) -+ l4i-i(B4n+4) induced by the inclusion is Z/3" «-► Z/3"+1. Then

for m = n or n + 1

J4l-X(B4m) = ker(3a : Ui-i(B4m) - t4i-x(B4m))

with a< n , which implies the bijection when e = 0. Similarly,

J4i-2(B4m) = coker(3a : t4i-X(BAm) - ¿4¡-i(54m))

with a < n , which implies the «3 when e = 1.)
This description of X2 immediately implies the first half of the lemma, while

the second half follows from this together with the fact that the composition

v4i+2(S2*)^v4i+4(S25) - v4i+2(W) -» v4i+2(S23)

is multiplication by 3, since, by [23], it is induced by the degree-3 map.   D

The following lemma is easily proved by diagram chasing.

Lemma 2.8. If the vertical and horizontal sequences are exact in the diagram

below with e > 1, and ßoa = -3, then G « Z/3e+1.

0

I
Z/3e

a

0^Z/3   -U   G   -^   Z/3e-+0
I

Z/3
I
0

Proof. Let g denote a generator of the top Z/3e . There exists x e G such that

ß(a(g) - 3x) = 0. Thus a(g) - 3x € im(i'). Hence 3ex = 3e~la(g) ¿ 0.   D

The cyclicity of v4i+2(W) when i/(|v4l+3(525)|) < 12 and v(\v4M(S9)\) < 4

and z'^0 mod 3 (so that v(\v4i+i(S25)\) and i/(\v4i+3(S9)\) are not both equal

to 1) is now immediate from (2.5), (2.6), Lemma 2.7, and Lemma 2.8.

Finally we consider the case i = 0 mod 3. Let x e v4¡+2(W) project to a

nonzero element of v4i+2(S23), and assume 3x = 0. Then the Toda bracket

(x, 3, ai) can be formed. Here a\ is an element in the 3-stem detected by

^" . The Toda bracket (-, 3, a{) is essentially multiplication by Vi, which

acts nontrivially from v4i+2(S23) to v4i+6(S23). We deduced in the previous
paragraph the nontrivial extension in v4i+t(W), and so we have (x, 3, ai)3 ^

0. By [24, 1.4], this equals x(3, Qi, 3). But (3, ax, 3) is in nk+4(Sk) = 0.
This contradiction says that our assumption 3x - 0 must have been false,
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establishing the nontrivial extension in v4i+2(W) when / = 0 mod 3, our final
case.   D

Now that we know v,(W), we will show how it is used in the determination

of v*(K). The following result, although presumably well-known, was pointed

out to us by Mimura.

Proposition 2.9. There is afibration 5(3, 7) —► K —► W.

We remind the reader that all spaces are localized at 3. The space 5(3, 7),

similarly to 5(11, 15) considered earlier, is an S3-bundle over S7 with ¿Px(x{)

— X-]. The spaces 5(3, 7) and Sp(2) are 3-equivalent.

Proof. We form the following diagram of fibrations, in which the central hori-

zontal fibration is due to Borel ([11]).

-, K i=Í    W

p(4)       M F4 -£+    W

jof I   j
5(11,15)    -=♦   5(11,15)

Here X is the fibre of j ° f, and, by the diagram, is also the fibre of g o /.

Cohomological considerations and elementary obstruction theory imply that the

inclusion Sp(2) -» Sp(4) lifts to a 3-equivalence Sp(2) -> X.   o

We will prove (1.3) by studying the exact sequence in v*(-) associated to

the fibration of Proposition 2.9. We write 5 = 5(3,7) for the remainder of

this section. We recall from [10, 1.3] some information about i>*(5). First,
■U4,+4(5) « v4j+i(B) = 0. Thus v4i+4(K) = 0, since it sits between 0-groups in

the exact sequence of 2.9. Second, v4i+2(B) and v4i+l(B) are isomorphic cyclic
groups of order 3e , with e < 4. There is an injection from Z/3 = v4¡+2(S3) to

v4i+2(B), which is bijective if i' £ 1 mod 3. There is a surjection v4¡+i(B) —>

v4i+i(S7), which is bijective if / ^ 10 mod 27.
Our next step is the following result.

Proposition 2.10. (i) The composite S1 —► aw —► 5 -> S1 has degree 3. Here
the first map is the inclusion of the bottom cell, which is part of (2.3), the second

map is part of the fibre sequence of Proposition 2.9, and the third map is the

projection used to define B.

(ii) v4M(K) = 0.

Proof. Part (i) follows from the fact that x8 = ß(x1) in H*(K; Z3), and the
correspondence between the Bockstein ß and the degree-3 map. Here x% cor-

responds to the bottom cell of W, and x-¡ to the 7-cell of 5 .

To prove part (ii), it will suffice to show that v4í+t,(W) —» v4¡+2(B) is injec-

tive. Since v^+^S7) -* v4i+i(W) is iso, it suffices to show that the composite,

c, of the first two morphisms in part (i) induces an injection in v4i+2(-). If

iy(lí;4í+2(5'7)|) > 1. then this injectivity follows since, as noted above, v4i+2(B)

is cyclic and maps with kernel Z/3 to v4¡+2(S7). (An element in ker(-3) on

v4i+2(S7) will factor nontrivially through v4i+2(B).)
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If v(\v4i+2(S7)\) = 1, its generator is a,-_i. Since the 7-skeleton of 5 is

S3 Ua¡ e7, the map g in the diagram represents an element of v4i+2(S3) for

which /*([#]) =c*(a,_i).

By [24, 1.8], [g] G (ai, 3, a,-_i). The indeterminacy here is 0, at least as far

as V\-periodic classes are concerned. Hence [24, 13.4] implies that the Toda
bracket equals a,, which is the nonzero element of ^¡^(.S3). Thus in this

case, c» is an isomorphism of Z/3's.   D

We now continue our study of the exact sequence in u*(-) of the fibration
of Proposition 2.9 to determine v4i+2(K) and v4i+i(K). We consider first the

case /' 5É 1 mod 3. In this case v4i+t(B) « v4i+€(S7) « Z/3 for e = 1 and
2. Since v4i+-¡(W) —► i>4¡+2(5) is a bijection of groups of order 3, the exact

sequence becomes

(2.11)     0 -, v4i+2(K) -, Z/31+<^Z/3 - v4i+x(K) -, Z/3M.' ^ 0,

where M\ = min(ll, v(i - 5) + 1) as in Proposition 2.2, and the homomor-

phism <f) is v4i+2(W) —» U4/4.1 (5). The following key proposition will be proved

later in this section, using the UNSS.

Proposition 2.12. 77ze homomorphism </> in (2.11) is nonzero unless i - 10 = 35

mod 311, in which case it is zero.

The results for v4¡+2(K) and v4i+\(K) are then immediate from (2.11), ex-

cept for the extension in v4i+i(K) in the rare case that 0 = 0. Here we have

Proposition 2.13. If i - 5 = 310  mod 311, then v4i+l(K) « Z/312.

Proof. The proof follows exactly the method of the proof of [10, 2.24]. We have

oQl ^ 0 : v4i_2(W) -, v4i+i(W)

and

a ¿ 0 : vAi.2(W) -, v4i.3(B).

Let G denote a generator of v4i_2(W), and let Y e v4i+i(K) project to Goa\,

which is the element of order 3 in v4¡+\(W). Then

3r = i.((0(7,ai,3»=0(G9-t;i/O,

where / : 5 -, K is the map of 2.9.   D

The next case is when / = 1 mod 3 and / ^ 10 mod 27, so that, by [10,
1.3(1)],

v4l+2(S7) « iWS7) « v4i+2(B) « v4i+l(B) « Z/3f

with e = 2 or 3. In this case, again v4i+s(W) —> v4i+2(B) is bijective, and so

the exact sequence becomes

(2.14)        0 -, v4i+2(K) -, Z/3e+l^,ZI3e -, v4l+l(K) -, Z/3 -, 0.
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Using part (i) of Proposition 2.10, the homomorphism </> fits into

v4i+l(S7)       ^v4i+2(W)   -±*   v4l+l(B)   -ÜU   v4i+l(S7)

Il II II II
Z/3e Z/3e+1 Z/3* Z/3e,

with the composite being multiplication by 3. This implies that </> is surjective,

and the claim of ( 1.3) that v4i+2(K) « v4i+i(K) « Z/3 in this case is immediate

from (2.14).
Finally, we consider the case i = 10 mod 27, so that v4i+2(B) « v4i+x(B) «

Z/34. In this case, the exact sequence of (2.9), starting with v4i+3(K) = 0 and

ending with ^4,(5) = 0, becomes

(2.15)

0 -, Z/33 ^ Z/34 -, v4i+2(K) -, Z/34^,Z/34 -, v4i+l(K) -, Z/3 - 0.

The —> here has been deduced using part (i) of Proposition 2.10. Indeed, it

is the only morphism </> that makes the following composite, which is v4i+l(-)

of the composite of that proposition, equal to -3 .

Z/33 -, Z/34^,Z/34^>Z/33.

The exact sequence (2.15) immediately gives v4i+2(K) « v4i+l(K) « Z/3 in

this case, as claimed in (1.3).
It remains to prove Proposition 2.12. We will use the UNSS based on the

Brown-Peterson spectrum BP. Most of our work is very similar to that of [10],

although Lemma 2.16 is novel.
Recall that, localized at 3, 55» « Z(3)[vi, v2, ...] with \v¡\ - 2(3' - 1), and

BP.BP « 55t[«i ,h2,...] with |«,| = 2(3' - 1). Also BP*(S") is a free BP,-
module on a single generator i„ . The UNSS converging to nt(S2n+l)^) has ES2J

equal to the homology of the unstable cobar complex C*(S2n+l) in homological

degree 5 and total degree t. This complex has Cs(S2n+x) c (BP*BP)®S ®

BPt(S2n+l) spanned by monomials satisfying an unstable condition which we

illustrate when 5 = 2. Then a monomial v!lhJ' ® vl2hJl ® v^i^+x satisfies

the unstable condition if |/i| < \\vhhj2vh\ + n and I/2I < j\vh\ + n . Here

hJ - h{lhJ22 ■ ■ ■  satisfies |/| = J2J¡ ■ AW tensor products are over 55», and

hJ ® v'T = hJvl ®r= t]R(v')hJ <g> T

with t]r(v\) = Vi - 3«i. We also recall, from [2], that all Vi-periodic elements

in Es2''(S2n+l) occur in E\Ai+2n+\S2n+x) and E22>4]+2n+\S2n+x), and from

[7] that
Es2'(aS2n+l) « Es2't+l(S2n+i).

We will be somewhat cavalier in using the symbol E2 to refer either to the

UNSS or the localized UNSS of [2] since a group in the latter SS can be thought

of as a direct summand of a group of the former.
A major step in the proof of Proposition 2.12 is the following lemma, which

we prove in Section 4.

Lemma 2.16. Let aW-^,aS23, B = 5(3,7)-^S7, and (j) : v4l+2(W) -,

v4i+i(B) be the maps and morphism considered earlier. Suppose y e v4i+i (aw)
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has ht(y) represented by A®i2^ e E\'4l+3(S2'i). Then p*(<p(y)) is represented

by A® vxh\ ® i-i e EJ'4l+i(S7) mod terms that desuspend to S5.

Proof of Proposition 2.12. Let m = i - 5 . The generator of v4i+2(W) projects

to the generator of v4i+2(S23), which is represented by am/e with e =

min(l 1, v(m) + 1). Here, as in [10], am/e denotes the generator defined by

d(vlm)/2e with d(v?) = nR(vx)w-v[". As noted in [10, p. 122], amie®hJvIi1

is an unstable monomial if e < \\hJv!\ + 3. By Lemma 2.16, it suffices to
prove

(2.17) Ife<ll, thenam/e®vxhji1¿0<EE¡(S7),

and

(2.18)
Ifi/(w)>10, thenaw/11®v1/z3z7 = 0e5~2(S'7) iffm/310= 1 (mod 3).

The proof of (2.17) is just like the proof in the middle paragraph of [10,

p. 125]. Let x - am/e 0 vxh3i7. Since e < 5|vi«3| + 3, the image H'(x) under

the double suspension Hopf invariant H' can be evaluated by reading off the

portion to the left of h\ii. This was proved in [1, 5.3] and restated in [10,

2.12(2)]. Thus

H'(x) = am/evx =svlmhl¿0e E¡(M),

where s is a unit in Z/3, and M denotes the mod 3 Moore spectrum. The

second "=" and the " ^" are given in [10, 2.11]. Since H'(x) / 0, then x # 0.

The proof of (2.18) is similar to the proof which begins on the second half

of [10, p. 125]. Let j = m/310 . Working mod elements that desuspend to S5,
we have

m

- am/u ® vthln = £ {»¡)y-"h{ 0 vrj+lh3n
(2.19) £í J

= shi 0 v^h3i7 + 3v™-nh\2 ® vxh\n.

Here we have noted that all terms in the sum except the first and the last

desuspend.   Indeed, for j > 1,   (",)3-'~11  has a factor of 3, which is used

to write 3/z3 as vxh2 - h2vx . For terms with large j, we write 37_11/z{ as

3(^i - r¡R(vx)y~nh\2, leaving the 3 in order to make h\i-] desuspend.

We evaluate H' of the first term of (2.19) by the method used earlier, utiliz-

ing [1, 5.3] and [10, 2.11], and obtain svfh e E\(M). Since H' is injective

when E¡(S2n+1) = Z/3, and «("«] # 0 e E\(M), we will be done once we
have shown that H' of the second term of (2.19) is -v,m/zi.

The second term of (2.19) is not in unstable form, but can be written as

(2.20) vf-uhl1 0 vxh3n - vf-12«;1 0 v2xh\n,

using 3hx — vx - t]r(vx) . The second term T of (2.20) satisfies H'(T) =
-v\mhx, using [10, 2.11(4)]. We proceed to show that the first term of (2.20)

desuspends to S5, which will complete the proof.
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In [10, 2.6(iii)], the relation

(2.21) v2 = 3h2 - 26hjvx + nR(v2) - 4v3hx + 9axv¡hj + 21a2vxh\

is derived, with a, e Z. We multiply this on the right by h8 0 h\ii, and analyze
the terms obtained one by one.

• v2Af ® Afi7 : /*'(-) = u2A? = 0, by [10, 2.11(3)].
• 3rt?/z2 0 ^i? : H'(-) = 3h\h2 = 0, since 3£2'(M) = 0.
• 26h\xvx 0 h\ii : This is a unit times our desired term. After we have

shown that all other terms desuspend, it will imply this one does, too.

• h8v2®h¡iT: H'(-) = h8v2 = 0, by [10, 2.11(3)].

• 4v3h9 0 h3ij : This equals d(4v3h3ii) in the unstable cobar complex,

mod terms that desuspend. To see this, we note that this boundary is

(2.22) 4(nR(v3) - v3) ® A|i7 + 4v3y7(h32)n,

where y/(x) = y/(x) - x 0 1 - 1 0 x. By [10, 2.6(i)],

i//(h2) = «2 0 1 + 1 ® h2 + hx ® h\vx + h\ 0 hxvx +h3®hx.

When (2.22) is expanded, 33 terms are obtained, but all of them except

4v3h9 0 h3ij desuspend to S5, using H'(-) to see this in many of the

cases.

• 9axv2h\° 0 h\i-i + 27a2vxh\x 0 h3i7 : Using 3Ai = vx - nR(vx), both
terms satisfy the condition of [10, 2.12(2)] so that H' of each equals the

part to the left of the 0 and hence is 0 mod 3.   D

3.   VX -PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GRqUPS OF E6/F4

In this section we compute vl~xnt(E6/F4; 3), thus proving the third part

of Theorem 1.2. We use the following proposition, which is presumably well-

known, but apparently not well-documented.

Proposition 3.1. There is a fibration (localized at 3)

S9 -, E6/F4 -, Sxl

with attaching map a2.

Proof It is proved in [13] that there is a 3-equivalence

1W U e26 -, E6/F4.

The attaching map in the 3-local Cayley plane W is a2, and hence the same

is true in E¿/F4. The fibration can then be established by the argument used

for F4/G2 at the prime 2 in [16, 1.1]. Here it depends on the fact that the
S-dual of the attaching map of the top cell to the middle cell of the manifold

Ee/F4 is in the image of J in the 8-stem, and this is 0 when localized at 3.
Thus when the bottom cell of E(,/F4 is collapsed, the top one can be collapsed

as well, yielding the desired map into SX1.   D

To prove (1.5), we will again use the UNSS and will follow closely the method

of [10]. We let Q = E6/F4 and study the following exact sequence of E2 -terms
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of the vx -periodic UNSS of [2].

0 -, Ex2>4j+x(S9) - Ex24i+X(Q) -, Ex2'4j+x(SX7)

-±,El*j+l(S9) -» E22'4j+X(Q) -, E22'4j+x(Sx7) -» 0.

From [22] and [2], we have for s = 1 or 2

V4j+X-s(S8m+X) « ES2'4j+X(S8m+X) « Z/3™n(4m,*(V-2m)+l)_

Note that v4j+X-s(S9) « Z/3 unless j = 2 mod 3, and i^+i-^S'17) « Z/3

unless y = 1 mod 3, and so <j> always involves at least one Z/3 . Our desired
result, (1.5), will follow from the following two results, together with the result

of [2] that v4J+X-s(Q) « ES2'4J+X(Q) for s = 1 or 2.

Proposition 3.3. The homomorphism 4> in (3.2) is 0 unless Ex2 j+x(S9) « Z/34

or Ex2'4j+x(SX7) « Z/38. In each of these cases, <¡>¿0.

Proposition 3.4. The group E2X'4J+X(Q) is cyclic.

Note that (1.5) makes no claim about the structure of the group v4j-X(Q),

only its order.

Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let m = j — 4.
Case 1: j £\ mod 3, so that m £ 0 mod 3. The generator of E2'4j+x(Sx7)

is am = am/X, and by Proposition 3.1 4>(am) = am ® 0:2*9 • Here we have also

used that the ^-class a2 detects the homotopy class a2 , and the prescription

for boundary homomorphisms given in [4, 4.9]. By [6, p. 246], a2 is represented

by vxhx, and am is represented by vj"-1«! mod terms that desuspend to Sx.

Thus am ®a2i<) desuspends to y = ü["-1/zi ®vxhxii, and H'(y) = v\m~xhxvx ±

0, by [10, 2.11(1)]. Thus <¡>(am) is the image of a generator under the iterated
suspension

E224j+x(S3)^E\'4i+x(S9).

By the main result of [3], restated as [10, 2.12a], this morphism is nonzero if
and only if E\'4i+x(S9) « Z/34 .

Case 2: j = 1 mod 3. Suppose ^'4;+1(517) « Z/3C. If e < 8, then

<t>(am/e) = amie®a2l<) desuspends, and so is 0, since, by [10, 2.12a], E\'4i~x(S7)

-, E2'4i+x(S9) is 0 in these cases where the groups have order 3 .

Now suppose that e = 8. Let 5 = m/37. We argue as in the previous
section, or [10, p. 125].

m

9(gen) = -am/s 0 a2i9 = £ («)3*"8Af u|""* 0 a2i9.

k=\

All terms in the sum desuspend except the term with k = m. Note that the

analysis here is somewhat easier than that of the previous section or [10, p. 125]

because a219 desuspends, and so we do not have to worry about keeping a

factor of 3 to make it desuspend. To see that terms in the sum with large k
desuspend, write 3k~8hk as (vx - nR(vx))k~8h8. This substitution is also used

for the k = m term, for which we also note that all but the first term in this

expansion desuspend.
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Thus ö(gen) has reduced to u|" 8hf ® a2i9. We omit writing uj" 8 on the

left, and use
(*2=3-(riR(v2)-(3hx + riR(vx))2)

to obtain the following form for the term being analyzed:

(3.5) 3«? ®h\i9 + 2h\ ®hxvxi9.

The first term of (3.5) desuspends, while, by [10, 2.13], the second term can

be rewritten as h3 ® h\vxi9 mod terms that desuspend. (We are ignoring units

in Z/3 now.) If (2.21) is multiplied on the left by h\® and on the right by

h\i9, all terms desuspend except h\ ® h\vxi9 + h\ 0 v3h4i9. Thus d(gen) has

reduced to z = h3® v\h4i9. Here we have H'(z) = h\v\ ^ 0 by [10, 2.11].   a

Proof of Proposition 3.4. This proof is totally analogous to that of [10, 2.23].

Suppose d(wi9) = am® a2i9, and let z = amiXj - wi9 . Then

3z = d(v\mixl) + h((v\ma2-3w)i9).   D

4. Proof of Lemma 2.16

In this section, we prove Lemma 2.16. The situation seems somewhat easier

when v(i - 5) < 10, and we begin by sketching a proof in that case, and then

give a different, detailed proof that works for all values of i.

For either proof, it is useful to suspend everything once. The advantage of

suspending is that, by [16, 3.1], Law splits as X V /, where X = S8 Uu
e23, and / is a wedge of spheres Sn with n > 30. Working with this 2-cell

complex turns our question into one about an ordinary Toda bracket, provided

v(i - 5) < 10. The fact that we have suspended once is inconsequential since
n,(S7)—>7T»+i(5'8) is injective when localized at an odd prime. The inclusion

map does not induce a surjection

v4i+x(S7Uue22)^v4i+x(aW)

if v(i - 5) > 10, but it does after suspending once.

All we need to know about the attaching map u is that it is the suspension

of a nontrivial element of n2x(S7) « Z/3, and this was established in [20,

7.4]. Let 5 : law -, X be a splitting map, and let c : X -, S23 denote
the collapse map. Let h : aw -, S7 denote the map of Propositon 2.10,
and let g : X -> S8 denote the restriction of X«. Note that h induces the
morphism p*4> of Lemma 2.16, and that g is an extension of the degree-3 map

of S8. If v(i - 5) < 10, then there is an element y' e v4i+x(S22) such that

Ly' = c»(s*(Xy)). Thus the element g*(s,(Ly)) e v4i+2(S8) lies in the Toda

bracket

(4.1) (3, u, y')ev4i+2(S8).

We may write this Toda bracket as an element rather than a subset because

of the following result. Toda brackets in vx -periodic homotopy theory may be

considered to be ordinary Toda brackets in the mapping telescope described in

[15], whose ordinary homotopy groups equal the vx-periodic homotopy groups

of the space in question.
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Proposition 4.2. The indeterminacy of the Toda bracket (3, u, y') c v4¡+2(S8)
is 0, provided 0 < v(i - 5) < 10.

Proof. The indeterminacy is 3v4i+2(S8) + v2i(S8) • y . The first part is 0 because

v4l+2(S8) « v4i+x(S7) © v4i+2(SX5),

and both of these groups are Z/3 since / = 2 mod 3. A generator of the

second part of the indeterminacy is represented in the UNSS by the suspension

of am/e 0 v\hxi-¡ with e < 11. Such an element desuspends to S5, and hence is

0 since we are in a situation ( Z/3's on the 2-line) where the double suspension
morphism is 0.   D

The element u in the Toda bracket (4.1) is the suspension of a generator

of n2x(S7). As explained in [1, p. 610(v)], the table in [1, p. 613] says that
&2«+i5('S'2,'+1)(3) is Z/3 for 1 < / < 3 and 0 for i > 3, with

l2 = 0:n2i+X3(S2i-x)-+7i2i+X5(S2i+x).

More explicitly, [3, 3.7] says that a generator of n2x(S7) is represented by

d(h4)i7. Thus if y' e n4i+x(S22) is represented by A ® i22 e E2x'4i+2(S22), then,

by (4.1) and the UNSS analogue of [21, 1.2], our desired class is represented

in the UNSS by the Massey product (3, d(h4), A). One can show, following
Moss [21, 1.2], that the Massey product in the UNSS contains an element of

the appropriate Toda bracket. Since the details are straightforward but tedious,
and we have an alternate approach to the proof of Lemma 2.16, we prefer not

to further complicate this paper with the details.

A cycle representative for this Massey product is given by C - A® 3h4 - 3x,

where x is defined on S7 and d(x) -A® d(h4). Note that x = A ® h\ does
not work since it is not defined on S7. There must be such an x since A 0 d(h4)

is defined on S7, and all vx -periodic cycles on the 3-line are boundaries. Note
also that we write the cycle representation for the Massey product in order

opposite to that of the Massey product. This first proof of Lemma 2.16 when
v(i - 5) < 10 is completed by noting that all terms in the cycle C desuspend

to S5 except A ® vxh3ij. Here we have again used 3h4 — vxh3 - h3vx.

We remark again that the main problem with this argument when u(i — 5) >

10 is that the element y e v4i+x(aW) does not factor through v4i+x(S7 Uu e22)
in this case, and so the bracket (3, u, y') cannot be formed. We now present

the proof of Lemma 2.16 which works for any value of /'. We begin with a

preliminary result which should be useful in other applications of the UNSS.

Proposition 4.3. There is a split short exact sequence of E2-terms of the odd-
primary UNSS

0 -, Es2''-x(S2n-x) -, Es2'(S2n) -, ES2-X''-X(S4"-X) -, 0.

Proof. We argue as in the proof of [7, 7.1ii]. The reader should note that

pages 389 and 390 of [7] are reversed, so that this proof occupies the bottom

of page 388 and the top of page 390. The key observation is [7, 3.3], that
the right derived functors of the primitives of BP*(S2n) have the property
that RxP(BPr(S2n)) is a free 55»-module on a generator of degree 4« , while
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RSP(BP*(S2")) = 0 if s > 1 . The long exact sequence (with M = BP<(S2"))

-, E\ts¿'(PM) -, Ext£'(Af) -► Ext^1 ''(RXPM) -,

of [7, 5.2] reduces to the desired long exact sequence. It remains to construct a

splitting morphism
Es2-x''-x(S4n-x)^Es2''(S2n).

The splitting morphism s : E^'4n-x(S4n-x) -, Ex2'4n(S2n) sends i4n-X to

P(Un+i) > where 5 fits into the EHP sequence

Es2''(S2n)-^E52't+x(S2n+x)-^,Es2'l+x(S4n+x)-^,Es2+x''(S2n),

which is derived similarly to [7, 7.1 (i)]. This is a legitimate splitting morphism

since one can show that the composite

E0,4n+l(S*„+ljJ^E\An(S2n)JL+E0M-l(S4n-l)

is an isomorphism by chasing the diagram which involves the two relevant EHP

sequences and the double suspension sequence of [7, 8.1].
As in [7, p. 385], E2(S2n) is the homology of the total complex T*(S2n) of

the double complex D*'*(S2tt), defined by

DP'i(S2n) = U<!PGp+x(BPt(S2n)).

With 5 the section defined above, s(i4n-X) is represented by a cycle w in

Tx(S2n). If A® i4„_i is any cycle in a group Up-l(S4"-1) of the unstable

cobar complex of S4n_1, then A ® w is a cycle in Tp(S2n), and H({A ® w}) =

{A 0 i4„-i} . This gives the desired splitting.   D

By Proposition 4.3, we can view E2(S8) as the homology of the complex

C*(S8), defined by

(4.4) COS8), = i/'OSV, © U"-x(SX5)l,

where U(-) is the unstable cobar complex, and there is no mixing of boundary

morphisms. This is compatible with the odd-primary splitting as8 ~ S7 x
aSx5, but we could not use this splitting since we must deal with S8 and not

as8.
Now we let X = S8 Uu S23 as above. Since the attaching map u has BP-

filtration 2, a chain complex C*(X, S8), whose homology is an 52-term for

the UNSS converging to [X, S8]», can be defined by

(4.5) CS(X, S% = Cs(S8)t+2i © Cs-x(S8)t+1.

This complex is similar to those considered in [5, §5]. Here C*(S8) is the

complex defined in (4.4). We will write an element of the right-hand side of

(4.5) as

7_23 0 Ais + J-i ® Big,

where \A\ = t+\5 and \B\ = t - 1 . The boundary d in C*(X, S8) satisfies

<9(/_230^8) = /-23 0¿O4)'8,

d(/_7 0 Bit) = 1-23 ® 5 0 d(h4)is + 7_7 0 d(B)n,
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where d is the boundary in the cobar complex. Note that J-j has filtration 1,

and contributes to homotopy degree t - s = -8. The d(h4) comes into play

as the attaching map in X, as observed earlier this section.

We are going to use this complex to study the composite

(4.6) S4i+2^X-£,S*,

where y" is the composite

S4i+2^,ItoW-^X.

We need to know that the map g is well-defined, which we show in the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.7. There is a unique map g : X -> S8 whose restriction to S8 has

degree 3, and which is the suspension of a composite

S7Uue22^B(3,7)-^,S7.

Proof. Since 5(3, 7) is the fiber of S7-^,BS3, it suffices to show that n22(S7)

^*n2x(S3) is injective. From the tables of [1], n22(S7) « Z/3 with generator

04. By [3], a 10:4 is nonzero on S3.   D

The map g : X —► S8 is represented in C*(X, S8) by a cycle of the form

/_7 0 3ig + /_23 0 5i8, for some 5. Since 9(/_7 0 3i%) = /_23 0 3d(h4)i%, this

5 must equal 3h4 in order to create a cycle. We use the relation

3/z4 = vxh\ - h\vx

to write this cycle representing g as

(4.8) /_7 0 3i8 + 7_23 0 (vxh\ - h\vx)i%.

The filtration-1 map y" : S4l+2 -, X induces a chain map

y"* : C*(X, S8) -, C*+x(S4i+2,S8).

Here we have written Cs(S4i+2, S8) for Cs(S8)s+4i+2 to emphasize the nat-

urality. Recall from the statement of Lemma 2.16 that the composite of y"

followed by the collapse map X -, S23 is represented by ^4i23. Thus y"*
sends the class (4.8) to A ® (vxh\ - h3vx)i$ + 3xi$, for some x such that x/g

is defined. The terms h3vxi$ and 3.xzg desuspend to S5, establishing Lemma
2.16.
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